
AF&G 1ST MOUNTAIN 

PRECISION RIFLE LEAGUE 

$20.00 ENTRY 

RULES 
RIFLES- F-class open style rifles allowed, bi-pods, bags, 

raised flat front platforms for front support only. No rear 

supporting allowed. Rifle butt stock must be supported 

against the shoulder with no underneath support 

allowed.  

CALIBERS- 30cal and smaller calibers only! No 

magnums, No PRCs. 

(Magnum Definition) A Magnum cartridge is a cartridge 

with a larger case size than or derived from a similar 

cartridge of the same caliber and case shoulder shape.  

RIFLE SCOPES- All scopes are to be 25 power max 

magnification. No scopes with settings for higher than 

25 power allowed.  



COURSE OF FIRE- Prone or Seated is allowed during 

course of fire. Unlimited sighters for zeroing will be 

done for 20mins on a simulated 600yd at 200yd target 

set at 200yds. After zeroing that target will be changed 

out and a fresh 600yd at 200yd target will be set up 

again for scoring round.  

The first scoring round will have the shooter name and 

lane number on the target and shooter will have 20 

shots for 20mins at a simulated 600yd at 200yd target. 

After all shots have been fired a line break will be 

initiated. The first scoring target will be changed out for 

different target for second scoring round. The first 

scoring target will be kept by the shooter to be scored at 

the end of the match. Second scoring round will be 

setup with a simulated 600yr at 100yd target setup at 

200yds with shooters name and lane number, shooter 

will have 10 shots for 6mins to complete that course of 

fire. After all shots are done a line break will be initiated 

to collect that target to be scored at the end of match. 

At end of match the shooters targets will be scored by 

the shooter that was to the right of that shooter. Last 

lane shooter will be scored by first lane shooter.                                                     



SEASON SCORING- A total of 4 scored matches will 

be totaled up for a season final score. Tie breakers will 

be decided by the total of X’s scored out of your 4 

matches scored. If tie continues then your Xs from a 5th 

scored match will be counted to decide the winner(s) 

The top 3 winners for the season will be announced and 

rewarded at the Club Annual Dinner.  

 

For any questions about the rules, you can email me at  

Cavemanarms762@gmail.com  
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